
Climate Change 

1)  What is causing it


2)  What is the evidence for it


3)  What are the effects on the world


4)  What is being done about it





Greenhouse effect is the main reason for the 
temperature difference between the earth and 
the moon even though they are situated nearly 
at the same distance from the sun. The 
average temperature of the moon is around 
-15C0 while that of the earth is around 15C0. 
This is due to the presence of atmosphere on 
the earth comprising of gases such as oxygen, 
nitrogen, carbon dioxide and water vapor 
resulting the greenhouse effect. But the moon 
has no such an atmosphere.
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Advantages of a fee and of a dividend 

Fee 

A fee is the same as a tax, but the money would not go into paying for government operations,  The money would be 
immediately paid out to the citizens of the US.  The big advantage of a fee instead of a tax is that people who do not 
like taxes and do not like big government could like a fee.


It is easier to charge a fee at the oil well or gas well or coal mine than to charge a fee at the many points of sale where 
fuel, things made with and transported by petrochemicals are sold.  Calculating petrochemical content and use in 
transportation would be enormously difficult.


A fee or a tax would make fossil fuels and petrochemicals more expensive and would lessen their use, which is the 
whole objective to reduce CO2 in the atmosphere.


Dividend 

A dividend would distribute the money equally to all adults and equally to all children.  An average user of fossil fuels 
would get as much in his or her dividend as he or she would pay in extra costs for fuel and for things that were made 
with petrochemicals or were transported using fossil fuels.


A person using less fossil fuels and things made with petrochemicals than the average would save money, and a 
person using more would spend more than he or she would have if there were no fee and dividend.


Cap and trade 

A cap and trade scheme requires a bureaucracy to set allocations for all the industries that use fuels and 
petrochemicals or sequester CO2.  The allocations are somewhat arbitrary and are subject to abuse.  A fee and 
dividend is simpler and easier to understand.




Carbon fee 

The proposed carbon fee would be


	$15 per ton of CO2 in the first year


	$25 per ton in the second year


	 $35 per ton in the third year

	 


The cost of fuel in the first year would increase by


	 15 cents per gallon of gasoline  (8% increase)


	 9 cents per therm of natural gas( 7% increase)


	a range of 0.6  to 1.1 cents per kilowatt hour of electricity (4% to 	 11% increase)


Result achieved by a carbon fee 

The emissions in the USA would be reduced by 52% after 20 years.




Actions that can be taken to reduce CO2 in the atmosphere 

Write letters to the editor of newspapers


Write Congresspeople


Visit Congresspeople


Join Citizens' Climate Lobby, which does all of the above


CCL also sets up tables at farmers' markets, fairs, and conferences on the environment.


CCL also gives presentations such as the one being given here.


About CCL 

CCL is mainly an organization that is made up of people who do the actions listed above.  There are few paid employees.  The 
headquarters is in San Diego, but the important office in the US is in Washington D.C.  CCL membership is free.  Voluntary 
contributions, which are pressure-free, have paid for the staff and offices of the organization.


CCL is an international organization.


CCL meetings in Alameda County 

	 	 Berkeley	 	 	 	 	 	 Oakland


Finnish Hall, 1970 Chestnut, Berkeley	 Oakstop, 1721 Broadway, #201


June 18, Aug 20, Oct 15, Dec 17	 	July 16, Sept 17, Nov 19


Meetings start at 7 PM.  Arrive at 6:30 for an orientation for first-time people.


For further information, please type Citizens Climate Lobby into a web browser and Find a chapter or Join our intro session.  Or contact Eric Arens: 
EricArens@comcast.net 


mailto:EricArens@comcast.net


Citizens' Climate Lobby volunteers visiting Congressional offices in June 2017




